
My submission is really about broad metropolitan issues. 
 
The Commission appears intent on entrenching what is already happening in Sydney as its strategic plan for the 
future, in as much as density is planned for suburbs that resist it least and those well located suburbs that object 
to density are again let off the hook. 
 
Sydney's real estate market should be used as a guide to where density should go.  Well located and expensive 
suburbs are the market choice for density, however the planning system weirdly ignores the market, as upsetting 
the status quo, the rich and privileged seems to be more important that good planning in Sydney.  Local 
government areas like Woollahra, Mosman, North Sydney, Waverley, Leichhardt/Balmain, Hunters Hill Lane 
Cove etc should all be made to pull their weight in the metropolitan density targets.  Where property is expensive 
is where the population density should go.  The fact that our planners do the complete opposite is elitist and 
irrational and will ultimately produce a dysfunctional city. 
 
And the argument that these well located places are too special because of their heritage is unreasonable.  Some 
of these areas have been picked over so extensively by the rich building bigger and bigger houses to the point 
where there is no heritage left, see much of the eastern suburbs and lower north shore.  Also, City's evolve and 
no city in history just stopped and looked at its buildings and said, 'that's perfect leave it like that."  In this 
instance heritage is just a bogus NIMBY excuse to keep bigger Sydney out of these areas.  Also, there is more 
heritage in areas like the Inner West and this area is accommodating plenty of density and still retaining suitable 
layers of historic character. 
 
As part of densifying inner Sydney, I also request that the commission look at the idea of specific 
contributions/inclusionary zoning focussed on affordable housing and better public transport, particularly for 
public transport.  For example, at least 15% of all new housing scheme should be affordable housing and I 
believe a proportion of all Section 94 funds should be paid into a central fund for financing public transport 
improvements.  The idea of a central public transport fund I believe is very important as this money, as it 
accumulates, can be used for financing public transport.  Public transport desperately needs a financial base in 
this City. 
 
Finally this City does not need any more motorways, particularly in the central area.  A complete moratorium 
should be put on road building.  Westconnex has been and will be a planning travesty for this City and now is the 
time to start planning for proper public transport.  No more roads. 
 
 
 
In my mind the commission will only become a credible metropolitan planning organisation when it takes starts to 
address density and transport planning without pandering to vested interest. 
 
regards  
Philip Bull 


